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PREFACE
This C Program Administration Manual has been designed and developed to document
the processes of the C Program Administration Office and to assist personnel in both
the Regional Production Groups (RPGs) and in the C Program Administration Office to
properly manage C funded projects in compliance with established standards and
procedures. The manual is intended to serve as a reference document for those
responsible for the management and administration of the C Program. Hopefully, the
steps in the project development, administrative and management processes are
described in a manner that are unproblematic for an interested party to understand and
attempts to answer any of the questions that one may have in regard to the
administration of the C Program. The C Program Administration Office is located in
Room 424 in the South Carolina Department of Transportation Headquarters Building
in Columbia, South Carolina.
The process of managing and developing C projects is led by Program Managers, under
the supervision of the Regional Production Group (RPG) leaders, and involves the
efforts and expertise of many dedicated people to properly bring together the financial,
legal and engineering aspects of the C Program to culminate in a successful project. The
manual further assists in the identification of those individuals who are responsible for
the successful completion of each activity throughout the steps in each process. In
addition, a copy of the appropriate forms to be used, when required, is included in the
appendix of the manual for easy reference, identification and duplication, if necessary.
The manual begins with a brief introduction to the C Program, in an effort to familiarize
the reader with an overview of the history of the C Program, and outlines some of the
objectives of the program while stressing the importance of the C Program in relation to
the benefits it brings to the traveling public.
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Chapter

1.0 Introduction to the C Program

The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) C Program was established to
fund the construction of local roads and streets that directly benefit local residents. The local
roads were originally designated as “farm to market” roads since they served the local
citizens in transporting goods to and from the market. Public roads and highways are the
infrastructure for growth in South Carolina. After the construction of the roadways has
been completed a tremendous amount of responsibility exists for the maintenance of these
facilities. SCDOT, like all state transportation departments across the country have quickly
learned, the job is too big to accomplish without partnerships. The C Program is a long
established partnership between SCDOT and the 46 counties to fund the improvements of
state roads, county roads, city streets and other local transportation projects.
The C-funds are derived from 2.66 cents per gallon of the state gasoline tax. These funds
are distributed annually to each of the 46 counties. An additional $9.5 million from the State
Highway Fund is also distributed annually to “donor” counties. A “donor” county is
defined as a county in which the 2.66 cents per gallon of gasoline tax that is collected in the
county, exceeds the amount which that county receives back in C funds.
The funds are distributed to the counties based on a three part formula. The formula
allocates one third of the C funds based on the ratio of the land area of the county to the
land area of the state, one third based on the ratio of the county population to the state
population and one third based on the rural road mileage in the county to the rural road
mileage in the state. Population data is gathered from the 2000 census and will be revised
upon completion of the 2010 census. Also, when this work is accomplished, newly census
defined urban areas will be identified, which could change the number of rural road miles in
individual counties. Rural roads in each county are identified as those roads not located in
the census defined urban areas and include state roads, county roads, city roads, state and
national park roads, forest development roads, and state institutional roads. The number of
rural road miles can change from year to year when the counties report their additions and
deletions to SCDOT.
Donor county funds are distributed based on a ratio of the county’s gas tax contribution in
excess of its C fund apportionment to the total excess contributions of all counties.
By law, each county is responsible for establishing a County Transportation Committee
(CTC) appointed by the County’s Legislative Delegation. The number of members on the
committee varies from county to county. In some counties, the CTC is comprised of the
members of the County Council. In other counties, none of the CTC members are public
3

officials. The CTC has complete control of the C funds that are allocated to their county
and is entrusted with the authority to select and approve projects to be funded utilizing C
Funds.
Presently, twenty seven (27) counties have chosen the South Carolina Department of
Transportation to administer their C Program, while nineteen (19) others, administer their
own C Program.
A monthly C Statement is prepared each month by the C Program Administration Office
and distributed to each CTC as well as other interested parties. An explanation of the C
Program Statement can be found in Appendix G of this manual.
Additional information concerning the C Program can be found in the latest edition of “A
Guide to the C Program” booklet published by the South Carolina Department of
Transportation and compiled by the C Program Administration Office. A copy of the
booklet is included in Appendix K of this manual.
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Chapter

2.0 The C-Project Development Process
County Transportation Committees (CTCs) may choose to administer their own C Program
or have the South Carolina Department of Transportation administer their C Program. The
project selection process and the approval of C fund expenditures are solely the
responsibility of the CTC. In either option the Department does not select projects to be
constructed with C funds. Flow charts depicting the project development process for both
construction projects and resurfacing projects on the state system are shown in Appendix A
and Appendix B respectively.

Construction Project Evaluation
After the CTC has selected a project to be improved or constructed using C funds, they
should request the C Program Manager assigned to their county to perform an evaluation of
the project. The C Program Manager will determine if the project qualifies for
programming. Inclusion of an improved county/city road in the State Highway System for
state maintenance based on the criteria in the Engineering Directive Memorandum PC-2.,
(Appendix E) will also be subject to the conditions stated below under the Secondary
Road Mileage Limitation section. The C Program Manager prepares an estimate of cost
to construct the project and presents it to the CTC. The cost estimate is based on a physical
on-site inspection of the project and includes estimated quantities and estimated costs, as
well as other incidentals necessary for the construction of the project. The total project cost
is to include engineering, R/W acquisition, construction, testing and inspection.

Resurfacing Project Evaluation
The District Office is responsible for the preparation of the data sheets at the request of the CTC
for all state resurfacing projects and submits them to the Program Manager. The resurfacing data
sheets includes information about each road to be resurfaced, the road numbers, project
descriptions, length (mileage), widths, termini, beginning milepost, ending milepost, quantities of
bid items needed to perform the work, estimated costs, marked location maps and notes in
reference to the permit determination. An example of completed data sheets is included in
Appendix D.
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If the project meets the criteria for programming and the CTC approves the estimated cost,
the CTC is responsible for submitting a “Request for Programming” form to the C Program
Administration Office. A copy of the form is included in Appendix I. The request should
include a complete description of the project, the amount of funds to be programmed, the
governmental entity that will manage the work and a county map with the project location
highlighted in “yellow”.
Secondary Road Mileage Limitation
South Carolina currently has the fourth largest state maintained highway system in the
nation. Over the years, the unregulated addition of new roads to the state system resulted in
an extraordinary strain on the maintenance budget of SCDOT. To slow the growth of the
secondary system, the Commission in 1994 established a limitation for the mileage of state
secondary roads in each county referred to as the cap. In May 2007, the Commission placed
further restrictions on the size of the secondary road system by establishing a new policy that
would reverse the growth of the system. The new policy lowered the county road cap when a
road was removed from the system and established that only roads necessary for the
interconnectivity of the state system or roads considered a major collector with significant
traffic volumes would be considered for addition to the system. The only exception for
adding local roads to the state system is through an exchange of roads as allowed by Section
57-5-80 of the South Carolina code of laws. This section allows SCDOT to delete roads of
low traffic importance from the state system by substituting therefore an equal, or less,
mileage of other roads of higher traffic importance as determined by traffic surveys and
estimates. Residential streets and other local roads are not normally considered roads of
high traffic importance. Any roads accepted into the state system through a road swap must
meet state construction standards, must intersect with a road presently in the state system
and presently be maintained by a government body as a public road. These type road
exchanges are considered on a case by case basis. Addition of roads to the State Highway
System must be approved by the South Carolina Department of Transportation
Commission.

Program Action Request (PAR)
After proper evaluation, approval of the CTC, and, if necessary, approval of the Commission
to add the road to the State Highway System, the C Program Manager completes and
submits a Program Action Request (PAR) to the Federal Program Administration Office. A
copy of the Program Action Request (PAR) form can be found in Appendix H.
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Bidding and Award
After the right of way has been secured, the utility agreements approved and the permits
secured, if required, the project is advertised for bids. If the low bid is within the Director of
Construction’s award guidelines and approved by SCDOT, it is recommended for approval
by the Commission. After the project receives Commission approval, it is awarded.

7
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Chapter

3.0 Request for Programming
(County Transportation Committee (CTC) and C Program Coordinator)
a) The CTC must submit a Request for Programming Form, signed and dated by the
CTC Chairman, to the C Program Administration Office in order to initiate the
programming process. This process is the means by which the CTC Chairman tells
the C Program Administration Office the specific project the CTC wants to
accomplish, the amount of money authorized for the work, the location of the
project and the responsible party performing the work. A copy of the Request for
Programming form is included in Appendix I. If the C fund program is
administered by the CTC, a check for the entire estimated project cost should be
submitted by the CTC to the C Program Administration Office along with the
programming request.
b) A marked location map highlighted in “yellow” showing the location of the project
must be attached to the Request for Programming Form.
c) The C Program Coordinator enters all of the programming information on Screen 55
in the Preconstruction Project Management System (PPMS). The PPMS system
automatically assigns a project control number (PCN). The C Program Coordinator
assigns a state road number and addition number to any new project that is approved
for the state system, once it has been constructed. Existing road and addition
numbers are used for roads that are already on the state system.
d) The C Program Coordinator creates a dummy transaction on Screen 5 for tracking
purposes by triggering the “Make Obligation” box on Screen 55. This will
automatically create an obligation for the total construction funds that can then be
modified by the Program Manager by moving the obligation date in the monthly
primary meeting or by submitting a PAR.
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Screen:_55 Secondary Roads Project Status Page 1
•
•

Page 1 contains the PCN number, county, road number, description, file
number, survey crew, roadway team leader, engineer, work type, project
characteristics as well as other pertinent project information.
F7 will toggle between the five (5) pages on screen 55.
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Screen: _55 Secondary Roads Project Status Page 2
•

Page 2 displays the milestone dates connected to the project.
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Screen 55_ Secondary Roads Project Status Page 3
• Pages 3 records the budget/expenditures on the project.
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Screen: 55_ Secondary Roads Project Status Page 4
•

Page 4 shows the programmed amounts and the expenditures for each activity
on the project.
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Screen: 55_ Secondary Roads Project Status Page 5
•

Page 5 is a continuation of the programmed amounts and expenditures on the
project. This information is entered by the program manager.
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Secondary Roads Remarks
•
•
•

You can access the “Remarks” page by pressing F4 on screen 55.
After entering remarks on the remarks page, press F1 to update
F3 will return you to screen 55.
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PPMS Search Projects by County/Route
•

F6 will access the Search Projects by County/Route screen.

•

You can access a list of the types of searches available by entering a “?” in the
space after “search type” and pressing enter.

•

Enter the number for the type of search that you want to conduct in the space
after “search type” and press enter to begin your search.

•

All four blanks must be used in the first four digits of the file number. Use a “0”
where necessary.

•

Example: Calhoun County is county number 9. Enter 0009 for the first four
numbers in the file number spaces to search for a Calhoun County file number.

•

F3 will return to screen 55.
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Secondary Roads Special Notes
• F8 will access the Secondary Roads Special Notes page.
• F3 will return to screen 55.
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Secondary Roads Description
• F11 will access the Secondary Roads Description of the project.
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3.1 Program Action Request (PAR)
(Program Manager)
a) The C Program Coordinator creates a transaction on Screen 5 for all SCDOT
managed projects.
b) To revise the obligation date and/or to set a LET date on a C Project, a Program
Action Request (PAR) must be submitted.
c) The Program Manager shall prepare and submit a program action request (PAR),
with the necessary project identifiers. Requirements for a (PAR) include a map and a
Primavera schedule. A copy of the PAR form is included in Appendix H and can
be found on the SCDOT intranet site under Preconstruction Resource
Management/Federal Program Administration/Forms.
d) All PARs are filled out by the C Program Manager and submitted to their respective
RPG leader for review. The PAR is then submitted to the Director of
Preconstruction for approval and routed to the Federal Program Administrator for
verification. The Federal Program Administrator will forward the PAR to the
Obligations Management Office for processing in PPMS. The Obligations
Management Office will assign no additional project control number (PCN), since
the C Program Administration Office has already assigned a C - PCN.
e) A PAR must be submitted for all match projects, when C-funds are used to match
State or Federal funds that are offered for match. Submitting the PAR initiates the
assignment of a Project Control Number (PCN) for all match projects. The PCN
that is assigned is the PCN that will be used for development, advertisement and
letting of the project. The C PCN is used for programming and transferring C funds
to the State or Federal PCN.
f) If a CTC selects multiple projects under a Match Program, a C PCN and a match
PCN must be assigned to each project.
g) Multiple match projects should not be programmed under a single C PCN or under a
single match PCN, to avoid confusion and project tracking problems.
h) The C PCN that was assigned to the project when the information was entered on
screen 55 in PPMS should be included in the “Link To” field on the PAR, for cross
referencing and linking purposes.
i) The file number and the funding percentages for the C PCN and the State or Federal
PCN should be recorded in the “Remarks” section of the PAR.
j) The Obligations Management Office will notify the Program Manager immediately,
once a charge code and a State or Federal PCN has been established and assigned to
the project.
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k) The Obligations Management Office keeps detailed records on the status of each
project on Screens 50 and 80 in the Preconstruction Project Management System
(PPMS). PARs are also archived by the Federal Program Administration Office and
can be searched using the PAR Record Management System on the SCDOT intranet
site.
l) The project information may be needed to be adjusted throughout the project
development process through a revision to the PAR, if the construction obligation
date, the right of way obligation date, the letting date or the cost estimate is revised.
m) The Program Manager is responsible for requesting all major project revisions by
sending in a revised PAR to the Federal Program Administration Office (FPAO).
n) The PAR may also be submitted to revise a project once it is let to contract to reflect
the correct funding amount and the correct percentages of each funding source.

3.2 File Number and Project Number
(Program Manager and Federal Program Administration Office )
a) When a project is programmed on screen 55 in PPMS, pressing F-2, F-2, and F-1
will automatically generate a file number for the project. This is typically the
responsibility of the C Program Coordinator but can be accomplished by anyone else
having update capabilities on the programming screen.
b) File numbers will be assigned to all construction projects, resurfacing projects, direct
labor projects and reimbursement projects.
(1) A construction project is any project on the state system that is programmed
for improvement or construction. Examples include but are not limited to
paving dirt roads, constructing intersection improvements, adding a turn
lane, improving a turning radius, placing sidewalks and or curb and gutter on
a road, installing or improving drainage, etc.
(2) A resurfacing project is any road on the state system that is programmed for
placing a new pavement on a previously paved roadway. The District Office
will submit marked maps showing the location of the roads to be resurfaced
and data sheets giving the pertinent information about the road and the
quantities necessary to resurface the road. This information includes the
starting and ending locations of the resurfacing, the length of the project, the
type and quantity of the resurfacing material to be used, the quantity of the
liquid asphalt required, any full depth patching needed and the quantities for
widening the existing pavement on both sides, as well as all other items of
work required to construct the project. Quantities should include any
borrow material required for shoulder improvements.
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(3) A direct labor project is a project on an existing state road that SCDOT has
agreed to perform specific work with the DOT maintenance forces. The
CTC pays for the materials used on the project. These are usually minor
projects and are only programmed if the local maintenance schedule can
accommodate the work and prior approval is obtained from the District
Engineering Administrator.
(4) Reimbursement projects are programmed with CTC funds to reimburse a
public entity to perform specific work on a road on the state system. This is
usually a City, Town, County or other public entity and the work must be
performed under an approved encroachment permit issued by SCDOT.
c) File Numbers are generally not assigned to Local Paving Projects (LPPs); however, if
a local paving project is to be let to contract along with a state project, a file number
is required. It is automatically generated when the project is programmed on screen
55 in PPMS. The file number for a local paving project will always be assigned an
“L” suffix as part of the file number. Payments for invoices submitted on Local
Paving Projects and all associated files will be handled and maintained directly by the
C Program Fiscal Analyst (CPFA). Local Paving Projects are governed by paragraph
C in Section 12-28-2740 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. The section of the
South Carolina Code of Laws that pertains to Local Paving Projects can be found in
Appendix F of this manual.
d) The construction project number assigned to a C project is always the letter “C”
followed by the number that follows the two digit County number in the File
number. As an example, PCN number 28410 in Calhoun County was assigned File
number 09.28410. The 09 is the designated County number for Calhoun County and
the 28410 was assigned by the Preconstruction Management Office. The
construction project number for this project would be C-28410.

3.3 Preliminary Time Line, Obligation Dates and
Let Date
(Program Manager and Program Controls Manager)
a) The Program Manager shall coordinate with the Program Controls Manager to develop a
P3E schedule and establish proposed obligation and let dates for each project. The right
of way obligation date if necessary and the construction obligation date should be
assigned to the project at this time.
b) The P3E schedule should include all anticipated requirements of the project
development process. An example of a “C” Project timeline can be found in
Appendix C.
c) The right of way obligation date should be the estimated date that the plans will be
sent to the right of way office, based on the timeline. Since right of way on a C
20

project is normally obtained gratis and no funds are received from the Department’s
budget, the right of way obligation date is for scheduling purposes only. However,
sufficient time to schedule appropriate activities is required.
d) A right of way obligation date is to be assigned to all projects, unless there is no new
right of way or permissions required on the project. Some offices within SCDOT
schedule their work on a project based on the right of way obligation date, therefore,
it is important to assign the date as early as possible, as outlined in paragraph “a”
above.
e) A construction obligation date should be assigned to all projects. The construction
obligation date is set two (2) months prior to the let date. It is also important to
assign this date as early as possible, as outlined in paragraph “a” above.
f) If the project is advancing as planned and no problems are anticipated, a let date for
the project should be assigned after the design field review has been made and the
timeline has been adjusted. The let date is usually set for two (2) months after the
construction obligation date
g) Once a let date has been assigned to a project and it has been listed on the SCDOT
internet site, every effort should be made to keep the project on schedule and the let
date should not be changed.

3.4 Prepare Engineers Estimate and Compare
Initial Estimate
(Program Manager, District Office, Letting Preparation Manager, and CTC)

1) Roadway Construction Projects
a) Once plans are complete, the Program Manager should submit the project to the
letting preparation manager for an official engineer’s estimate, which is based on
actual plan quantities and the latest bid prices.
b) The Program Manager should compare the engineer’s estimate with the original
programmed estimate. If the engineer’s estimate plus additional costs is less than
the programmed amount, the project may proceed to letting. If the engineer’s
estimate is more than the original estimate, the Program Manager is to notify the
County Transportation Committee (CTC) of the new estimate and secure written
concurrence from the CTC Chairman that they will agree to award the project to
the lowest bidder, if the low bid received is not more than 10% above the
engineer’s estimate.
c) The total cost presented to the CTC should include the engineer’s estimate of the
construction cost plus all other costs associated, including preliminary
engineering (PE), 10% construction contingencies, construction engineering
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inspection (CEI), utility costs, right of way costs, if applicable and 50% overhead
on PE and CEI for self administered CTC’s.
d) Concurrence from the CTC, to fund the project, should be in writing and
received before the project is advertised for bids. This concurrence eliminates
the possibility of the contractor preparing and submitting a reasonable and
competitive bid, only to find that the CTC will not agree to fund and award the
project because they perceive the project cost is too high.
e) The Program Manager is responsible for entering the date the CTC was
contacted for concurrence to advertise the project and the date concurrence was
received on Page 2 of Screen 55 in PPMS.

2) Resurfacing Projects
a) The engineer’s cost estimate is based on estimated contract quantities and recent
bid price information from other projects bid in the same area of the state. The
date the engineers estimate is received and the amount of the engineers estimate
are entered by the Program Manager on page 2 of screen 55 in PPMS.
b) The Program Manager should compare the engineer’s estimate with the original
estimate that was prepared by the District office when the project was
programmed.
c) If the engineer’s estimate, plus 5% contingencies, is less than the programmed
amount, the project may proceed to letting.
d) If the engineer’s estimate is more than the programmed amount, the Program
Manager is to notify the County Transportation Committee (CTC) of the new
estimate. Written concurrence must be secured from the CTC Chairman that
they will agree to award the project to the lowest bidder, if the low bid received is
not more than 10% above the engineer’s estimate, plus 5% for construction
contingencies.
e) Presently, SCDOT is not charging CTCs any preliminary engineering (PE) costs,
contract preparation costs or construction engineering inspection (CEI) costs on
resurfacing projects, as long as the roads are on the existing State System. This
is subject to change without notice.
f) Concurrence to fund the project from the CTC should be in writing and secured
before the project is advertised for bids. The date of concurrence is entered on
Page 2 of Screen 55 in PPMS by the Program Manager.
g) If the engineer’s estimate is higher than the programmed estimate, and the CTC
does not agree to the higher estimate of cost, the data sheets can be revised by
the District to shorten the length of resurfacing on a road(s) or by eliminating
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road(s) from the contract. These revisions should be made with the approval of
the CTC and documented, since they are funding the work.
h) After approval is received from the CTC to fund the project, the Program
Manager should coordinate with the Operations Manager to assign the next
available let date to the project that will meet with the Operations Manager’s
schedule. The let date is entered on page 2 of screen 55 in PPMS by the Project
Engineer.

3.5

Monitor Rights of Way Acquisition
(CTC, Right of Way Agent, and Program Manager)

a) Right of way for C-Projects is normally secured gratis from the property owners,
since the benefits of new road construction is considered to exceed the damage to
the adjacent property.
b) The Program Manager is responsible to monitor the right of way acquisition process
closely, to determine if there are any conflicts or problems with securing the necessary
right of way.
c) If it becomes necessary to assist the right of way agent with securing the right of way,
the Program Manager should schedule a meeting with all property owners on the
project. The District Construction Engineer and the right of way agent assigned to
the project, usually attend this meeting.
d) If the right of way conflicts cannot be resolved, the Program Manager will advise the
CTC, in writing, of the conflicts and request the CTC to advise the Department how to
proceed with the acquisition of the right of way.
e) The CTC has several options at this time, they may decide to purchase the necessary
rights of way, reduce the scope of the work to eliminate some of the right of way that will
be required, (this option will require that the plans be revised), file condemnations with
the court system for the acquisition of the rights of way or they may decide to delete the
project.
f) Special consideration and deliberation should be given to C right of way purchases as
precedence may be set that could require the CTC to purchase the right of way from
all of the affected property owners on a project and future roads programmed for
construction in that county.
g) If necessary right of way is condemned, the right of way appraiser makes an appraisal
of the value of the property to be condemned and the CTC is informed of the
estimated cost to condemn the property, including the court costs. If the CTC
agrees to proceed with the condemnations and the court rules to award the property
owner payment for the condemned property, the CTC is obligated to pay the court
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award amount to the property owner plus all court costs to include those incurred by
the property owner.
h) If the CTC decides to abandon the project, all of the costs incurred up to that point
are charged as actual expenditures to the project and the project is then deleted.
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4.0 Discuss Award Recommendations with the
Construction Office
(Program Manager and Construction Office)
a) The Program Manager is responsible to meet with the construction office on the
Friday following the bid opening each month to make recommendations for contract
award.
b) The Director of Construction, or his staff, monitors the bids, ensures their accuracy
and makes recommendations as to the acceptance of the low bid. Award
recommendations are based on the number of competitive bids and the comparison
of the apparent low bid to the engineers estimate.
c) If the low bid is within 10% of the engineer’s estimate and is competitive, the project
should be recommended for award.
d) If the low bid is more than 10% above the engineer’s estimate, and the Director of
Construction recommends awarding the contract, the Program Manager should
receive concurrence from the CTC that they are agreeable to funding the project
before the project can be awarded.
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5.0 Proceeding with Contract Awards
(Program Managers)
a) Once it has been decided to award a contract and the CTC has agreed to fund the
project, based on the low bid, a letter is prepared to the CTC by the Program
Manager to inform them of the total project cost.
b) The total project cost includes the contract award, preliminary engineering charges
(PE), construction engineering inspection charges (CEI), utility relocation charges,
right of way charges if applicable and construction contingencies. The PE charges
and the CEI charges are based on a rate schedule developed by the SCDOT. A copy
of this rate schedule is included in Appendix O. The construction contingency
charge is usually either 5% or 10%, based on the project cost. A 10% construction
contingency may be considered for a project of $200K or less and a 5% construction
contingency may be considered for a project above $200K and for resurfacing
projects.
c) If sufficient funds are programmed by the CTC the letter to the CTC is to inform
them that the project has been awarded and the funding is adjusted accordingly. An
example of this type of letter is included in Appendix L.
d) If insufficient funds are available or pre-approved by the CTC, the letter is to request
how the CTC desires to proceed with the project. If the low bid was within 10% of
the engineer’s estimate, prior approval to award the contract should have already
been obtained. If the low bid was more than 10% above the engineer’s estimate, and
the construction office still recommends that the project be awarded, the CTC must
agree to fund the project. Written concurrence must be received and the C Program
Coordinator is responsible for adjusting the programmed amount in PPMS
accordingly. If the C fund program is administered by the CTC, the CTC should
submit a check at the request of the Program Manager for the additional funds. If
the low bid was more than 10% above the engineer’s estimate, and the construction
office does not recommend the project be awarded, the CTC must inform the
Program Manager whether they want to re-advertise the project and let it again at a
later date or if they want to delete the project. If they recommend the project be
deleted, their request to delete must be documented in writing. An example of this
type of letter is included in Appendix M.
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5.1 Procedure for Programming Additional “C”
Funds for the Contract Award
(Program Manager, CTC, and C Program Coordinator)
a) When the Programmed funds are to be increased to cover the award of the contract, the
Program Manager provides a breakdown of preliminary engineering (PE), construction
engineering inspection (CEI), construction programmed amount and overhead charges, if
applicable, to the CTC Chairman for concurrence. If the C fund program is administered
by the CTC, the CTC should submit a check for the increased amount along with the
concurrence. If the C fund program is administered by SCDOT, the CTC should only
submit the written concurrence as the C Program Coordinator will transfer the additional
funds from their uncommitted balance to cover the contract award amount. After the
project has been finalized and if there are any unspent funds remaining in the CTC’s
account, money will be transferred back to the general CTC’s uncommitted balance. For
those self administered CTCs, a check for any monies remaining in their uncommitted
balance will be sent back to the CTCs on a quarterly basis.

5.2 Preparation of Form 608 to Transfer “C” Funds
for Match Fund Projects
(Program Manager and C Program Administrator)
a) When a Match Program is established, the guidelines for the program and the
amount of money available are sent to each CTC for their acceptance. If the CTC
agrees to the guidelines and agrees to match the amount of money offered, or any
part thereof, a C-PCN is established to program the C-Funds that are to be used as
the match.
b) The Program Manager submits a Program Action Request (PAR) to the Resource
Management Section, in compliance with the instructions described under the
activity “Submit Program Action Request (PAR)”. A State or Federal PCN and File
Number, depending on the type of funds that are being offered in the Match
Program, are established for the amount of SCDOT funds that will be matched.
This will be the Project Control Number (PCN) and the File number used to
advertise and let the project.
c) The Program Manager will prepare a “Form 608” to transfer C-Funds from the CPCN to the State or Federal PCN that was established by the PAR. A copy of Form
608 is included in Appendix N and can be found on the intranet under Agency
Applications in the Electronic Forms.
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5.3 Notification to Accounting Office of the
Funding for all Matching Fund Projects
(Program Manager)
a) The Program Manager is responsible for sending the Accounting Office a breakdown
of the cost for Matching fund projects. The breakdown of cost should include the
percent (%) of funds for each type of funding. (Example: 50% “C” funds and 50%
Matching funds up to specified amount and then 100% “C” funds for all remaining
costs.)

5.4 Revise PAR once Contract is Awarded on Match
Fund Projects
(Program Manager and Preconstruction Management Office)
a) After a matching fund project has been awarded, the Program Manager is responsible
for submitting a revised PAR to the Resource Management Office (RMO). This
PAR is to adjust the “C” fund portion of the Matching fund project to the actual
amount required to include contract award and contingencies. The State or Federal
matching funds for the project are generally set amounts and cannot be increased.

5.5 Notification to District of Cost Breakdown
(Program Manager, District
Construction Engineer)

Construction

Engineer

and

Resident

a) Once a project is let and awarded, the Program Manager should send a cost
breakdown to the District Construction Engineer to assure that no overruns will
occur on the project without prior written approval from the CTC.
b) The cost breakdown should contain the Low Bid, the amounts of the Construction
Contingency and Construction Engineering Inspection (CEI) if applicable.
c) The District Construction Engineer (DCE) and/or the Resident Construction
Engineer (RCE) is responsible for advising the CTC Chairman and Program
Manager if additional funds are needed prior to conducting any work that will cause
the project to overrun the approved budget amount. Any work that will cause the
project to overrun shall not begin without prior written approval from the CTC.
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5.6 Guidelines for Issuance of State Highway
Bonds
(CTC and C Program Administrator )
a)

Section 12-28-2740 of the South Carolina Code of Laws states funds allocated to the
county also may be used to issue state highway bonds for the completion of projects
as determined by the County Transportation Committee. The applicable source for
payment of principal and interest on the bonds is the share of C fund revenues
available for use by the County Transportation Committee.

b) First, the County Transportation Committee determines the need to issue bonds for
a project. The CTC then files a written application with the Commission of the
Department of Transportation and the State Treasurer. The application is submitted
through the C Program Administrator will include:
A resolution adopted by the CTC containing information as described in
Section 57-11-220 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina 1976.
2. A description of the project for which the bond proceeds are needed, an
explanation of how the CTC determined the need for bond proceeds to
complete the project, availability of revenues and the financial impact on
other C projects, an explanation of the impact and benefits derived by the
project to the county, and any other information requested by SCDOT or
the State Treasurer.
1.

c) Upon receipt of an application, the C Program Administrator will review the
documents and the project for which the application is made and then make a
recommendation concerning the scope, availability of sufficient C fund revenue,
project feasibility, benefit, and cost of the proposed project to the South Carolina
Budget and Control Board. The Constitutional debt service limitation of 15% of
revenue applies to each county and its C fund revenue individually. The CTC shall
provide a Resolution to the Board containing the information required by Section
57-11-280 of the code of Laws of South Carolina 1976. Bond counsel for the
transaction shall be the same counsel as then serving the State General Obligation
Bond issues. The SCDOT and the CTC will enter into an agreement in which the
CTC pledges its revenue for the debt service of the bonds issued and authorizes
SCDOT to withhold sufficient revenues at the beginning of each fiscal year to be
transferred to the State Treasurer to provide for debt service. Upon consideration
and approval of the Board for issuing bonds, the bonds will be issued by the
Governor and State Treasurer.
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6.0 Access Screen 55 in the Preconstruction
Management System (PPMS)
(Program Manager)

a) Financial records for C projects are currently kept in the Preconstruction Project
Management System (PPMS)
b) The system is accessed under Entire Connection – MVS – [1] on your computer, by
entering “compl” in the appropriate space on the opening screen.
c) The second page asks for the User ID, which is your last name with both initials, and
your password. Enter “A” under “Enter Input:” on the third page to access
applications available. The fourth page requires you to enter “1” under “Select
Option” to enter PPMS. From there, press enter and then the five (5) digit PCN
number assigned to a project and the screen number that you wish to view.
d) Each section is assigned a different screen number to use for record keeping
purposes on all projects. A list of the screen numbers assigned to each section is
displayed as you enter PPMS.
e) The Program Manager’s screen for C projects is screen 55. There are six (6) pages
on screen 55 in PPMS that you can toggle between.
f) Pressing “F4” in screen 55 displays “remarks,” “F3” will return you to screen 55 in
PPMS..
g) See the “Request for Programming” section in this manual for screen prints of
Screen 55 in PPMS.
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6.1 Active Projects with a Let Date
a) After accessing the PPMS system, enter a project PCN number and enter screen
number “75”. This takes you to the OBLIGATION REVIEW screen. After
entering a two digit month and a four digit year, you access a list of the projects
that have a construction obligation date of the date you entered. To access a list
of projects by the “Let” dates, change the letter “O” in the word
“OBLIGATION” to an “l” for let, and press enter.

Screen: 75_ Obligation/Letting List Review
• F10 takes you through the additional pages of the specified letting month.
b) To filter out the projects assigned to the Engineer that you are requesting, enter
the two digit numerical code after the word “Engineer” for the Engineer that
you are requesting and press enter, this will eliminate all of the projects from the
displayed list, except the ones for the Engineer that you are requesting.
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•

The two digit number for each Engineer can be located by entering a “?” in the first
blank beside Project Engineer on screen 55 and pressing enter.

Screen: 55_Secondary Roads Project Status
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PPMS ENGINEERS Table
• This will give you a list of numerical numbers for each Engineer. You can scroll
through the list by pressing F 10.
• F 3 will return to screen 55.

6.2 Printing a List of Projects Assigned to a
Program Manager from PPMS
(Program Manager)
a) Enter a PCN number in PPMS and enter screen 95. Enter one (“1”) for report
under “type of routine,” then enter a “9” after “Downloads for.” Then place an
“X” by “SEC RDS STATUS BY ENGINEER D78750P5.” Beside Engineer,
type in the two digit number for the Engineer that you are requesting.
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Screen: 95_ Report & Downloads Menu
b) The two digit identifying number for each Engineer can be found as described
above under the heading “Active Projects With a Let Date in PPMS.”
c) Select the output means by sending output to “A,” room 427 and one copy.
Press “F1” to place the requested report on your computer’s hard drive.
d) Open Windows Explorer, locate and double click on “ProjMgmt on Smpsan 2”.
Locate the Word document and double click, then click the “MnfrmLand”
button that has previously been installed on your computer by Information
Technology Services (ITS). Then print your report.
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7.0 Duties of the C Program Administrator
The C Program Administrator is the director of the C Program Administration section
within the South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT).
Under the current organization, the responsibilities of the administrator include:
a) Formulates the daily decisions concerning the operation of the C Program and
recommends statewide policy concerning the C Program.
b) Ensures the C Program operates within the boundaries of the laws and regulations
that have been enacted by the South Carolina State Legislature and the policies of
SCDOT.
c) Supervises and directs the C Program Fiscal Analyst (CPFA) and the C Program
Coordinator.
d) Prepares correspondence and other documents concerning statewide County
Transportation Committees.
e) Consults with the Department’s Legal Section concerning complex questions and to
resolve legal issues concerning the C Program.
f) Prepares, conducts and presents the statewide SCDOT/CTC meeting between the
Department, the CTCs and other public entities involved with the C Program.
g) Coordinates with the Director of Maintenance Office as necessary and prepares the
guidelines for the annual Match Program when offered to the CTCs by the
Department.
h) Determines the eligibility of the selected Match Projects that are submitted by the
participating CTCs.
i) Assembles the SCDOT Interdisciplinary Review Team to ensure compliance with
the SC Code of Laws 1976, section 12-28-2740, for all self-administered County
Transportation Committees.
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j) Periodically updates and/or rewrites the C Program Guide.
k) Assembles and submits the Annual C Fund Program Report to the South Carolina
General Assembly in accordance with the SC Code of Laws 1976, section 12-282740.

7.1 Duties of the C Program Administration Office
Staff (CPAOS)
The C Program Administration Office Staff (CPAOS) maintains the programming and
financial records of the C Program office and performs duties as listed below:
a) Reviews the monthly financial statements for accuracy and consistency of
information and seeks resolution of discrepancies. The monthly financial statements
for each of the forty six (46) counties are reviewed for accuracy, including the
monthly user’s fee distribution, the interest earned and monthly expenses.
b) The individual projects in construction, as shown in Schedule 1 on the monthly C
statement, and the individual projects in design, as shown in Schedule 2 on the
monthly C statement, are reviewed for accuracy.
c) Monitors the self-administered CTCs that have unspent balances for closed projects
and reimburse these balances to the appropriate CTC on a quarterly basis.
d) Reviews the allotment ledgers to determine the appropriateness of project charges
and seek resolution of any discrepancies.
e) If incorrect charges are found, prepares adjustments and coordinates with the
Accounting Office or other personnel as necessary. Coordinates with the
Accounting Office on projects that are being removed from the financial statement
for the upcoming month. From this list, checks for erroneous charges, so that if
adjustments are needed, they can be made before the projects are closed.
f) Prepares Forms 608 to transfer funds as necessary.
g) Coordinates project closure procedures for completed construction projects. If
there are any outstanding issues, the programmed amount should be reduced or
increased to an amount allowing for future adjustments.
h) The Directors’ Card File is checked to determine if the projects are active or stored
in the blockhouse. If the records are stored in the blockhouse, the CPAOS checks
with the utility office and the right of way office to ensure there are no outstanding
charges. If there are no outstanding charges, the projects are checked to make sure
that they are not overrunning their budgeted amounts and that they have no
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incorrect expenditures charged to them. Once this is done, the CPAOS writes close
by the project on the statement in red, which allows accounting to remove the
project from the statement the following month.
i) Assists in the distribution of the monthly C statements and reports.
j) Creates cash flow projections for the C Program, as required. These projections are
to be made as needed, but are a regular occurrence. The projections are made to
provide the CTC with financial information to assist in planning for expenditures of
C funds on future projects.
k) Checks the monthly expenditures on C projects as well as all match projects. The
information is kept on a spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel.
l) Tracks the percentage of participation of the specific entities involved in match
projects.
There may be State, Federal, CTC, County, or other funding involved in each individual
project within a CTC’s match program. Over the course of a project and specifically, at
the end of a project, the CPAOS reviews the expenditures to ensure each entity
contributed the proper amount of funding.
Program Requests
a) The CPAOS receives requests to program projects using “C” Funds from the
individual County Transportation Committees (CTCs) and reviews for accuracy and
completeness.
CPAOS to ensure C Funds are programmed to include but not limited to one of
the following:
1. State Road Project - SCDOT will let to contract. Road must be on the State System.
2. State Match Project - Part CTC & Part State or Federal Funding. Must be on the
State System and be eligible according to program guidelines and funding
requirements.
3. Bond Programs - Repayment of SCDOT Bonds issued on behalf of the CTC.
4. Significant Project - May involve another SCDOT Office. CTC contributes funds.
5. FY 3% SCDOT Administration fees for administering the C Program for a county.
6. FY CTC Administrative & Per Diem Fees for the CTC members.
7. CTC Participation Only - Funds transferred to another project.
8. Delayed Funding Projects - Funds programmed for annual FY payments.
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9. Reimbursements - Work by others On-the State System
10. SCDOT Direct Labor Projects - Work by SCDOT on-the State System
11. SCDOT Local Paving Projects -Work by SCDOT (Off-System)
12. Local Paving Projects - Work by others off-System
13. Dedications - Naming of Roads by Resolution/Commission.
If any discrepancies arise, the CPAOS contacts the appropriate CTC Chairman, County
and/or municipality, or CTC support personnel to retrieve necessary information.
To Access Entire Connection
Log into PPMS Screen and input information into the proper Programming Screens.
Programming of C Fund Requests in Entire Connection
New Project
a) At start menu - Log in “Compl”
b) Log in - Personal Data
c) “ENTER” 5 times
d) Enter Screen Number 55
e) Enter
f) F 2 accesses a new screen for programming new projects
g) F2 again, automatically generates the master PCN
h) F1 – Save
i) Set “CP” for new PCN suffix (For all C Projects)
j) F4 generates non-master PCN
k) F1 – Saves
l) F3 returns to screen 55, mark X – C Project, F1 Save (if this is not done, the data
entry will not save)
m) The following information is entered on page 1 of screen 55:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Project Status
Addition No., if being added to the state system
County
Route number
Termini (From and To)
Local Name
Beginning Mile Post (BMP) and Ending Mile Post (EMP), if applicable
Work Type
Funds Only, if applicable
Project Engineer
Project Characteristic

n) The following information is entered on page 2 of screen 55:
1. Program Date
2. Revision Date
3. Deletion Date
o) The following information is entered on page 3 of screen 55:
1. Preliminary engineering cost (PEC)
2. Charge Codes
a. 2 Digit County number - PEC - 00PCN number – 2220.1—
3. Preliminary engineering overhead, if applicable
4. Construction cost
5. Construction charge code
a. 2 Digit County number – 00C – 00PCN number – 2228.2—
6. Construction engineering inspection cost (CEI)
7. CEI charge code
a. 2 Digit County number - CEC - 00PCN number – 2220.1—
8. Construction Engineering Overhead, if applicable
p) Select PF8 – List entity responsible for project if other than SCDOT. PF1 Save.
q) Project Description (Select PF11):
Enter brief project description including road “S” numbers and local names. Some
CTCs want the local names on all their projects as well as the “S” numbers. Refer to
the location map (State Map) on programming data to verify actual location.
r) Note: Any additional information needed to identify this project.
s) PF1 (Save)
t) If applicable, list the check number, check date, and check amount that was received
from the CTC for the project.
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u) PF3 - back to Screen 55, Page 1
v) Select - PF 7 (To toggle between pages on screen 55)
w) PF1 Save
x) (Note: Funding total on Page 3 will match the funds listed as Programmed Amount
on page 1 of screen 55.)
y) Write response letter back to the CTC and/or County Council verifying changes to
C Program.
Revisions to Current C PCNs
a) Same as New Projects.
b) Screen 55
c) Change the Cost of Project and input the revision date or the deletion date
d) Change the project description if applicable
e) List Check Number, check date, and check amount from CTC for project, if
applicable.
f) Note on F 8 of Screen 55: Increased or decreased from $ to $. (List contract award,
if applicable)
g) Select – F 3, return
h) List Preliminary Engineering Cost (PEC), if applicable, and Charge Code on page 3
of screen 55.
i) List Construction Cost (OOC) and Charge Code on page 3 of screen 55.
j) List Construction Engineering Cost (CEC), if applicable, and Charge Code on page 3
of screen 55.
k) PF3 - Return
l) PF1 – Save
m) (Note: Funding total on Page 3 will match the funds listed on page 1 of Screen 55)
n) Write response letter back to CTC and/or County Council verifying changes to C
Program.
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Programming, Reimbursement and Local Paving Letters
a) Respond to proper CTC after project has been programmed indicating the C PCN,
description of project, and the SCDOT person to contact and telephone number if
questions arise regarding this project. Copy the CTC and SCDOT support staff on
original of letter.
b) If applicable, process all PEC and/or CEC 608’s to be sent to Accounting. Attach copy
of PPMS Screen printout to 608’s. (Original), four (4) copies (one to be sent back to the
C Program Coordinator).
c) If the project is a reimbursement (on-system) project, write the appropriate entity to
advise them of the committee’s action, along with the project PCN and description, and
SCDOT contact person. Send copy of Request for Payment Invoice, Drug Free
Workplace Form (if the project is over $50,000.00). If the project is under $50,000.00, do
not send Drug Free Workplace Form. The completed Request for Payment Invoices for
reimbursement projects will be forwarded to the appropriate C Program Manager for
processing of Form 608 and payment.
d) If the project is a local paving (off-system) project, write the appropriate entity to advise
them of the CTCs action along with the project PCN, description and the SCDOT
contact person. Send a copy of the Request for Payment Invoice. Make a file folder,
indicate the PCN on front of folder and county, place copy of backup into folder, and put
a payment sheet in front of folder. The CPFA prepares Forms 608 in order to process
invoices received from the local governmental agencies for Local Paving Projects. The
CPFA verifies information received on the invoices for proper project charges, reconciles
any discrepancies, and forwards to accounting for payment. Ensure funds invoiced do
not exceed amount authorized by the CTCs.
e) Attach all “original” copies of programming correspondence to the yellow copy.
f) Attach copies of all programming correspondence to SCDOT personnel listed on yellow
copy of CTC’s letter. Mark location map in color (yellow) highlighting the project area.
g) Create a monthly programming folder. Place all program correspondence as written or
received into folder. This is permanent CTC correspondence to be filed in the backup
file.
Dedications/Resolutions
SECTION 57-3-610.
The naming of a road, bridge, or highway in honor of an individual:
a) Whenever a road, bridge, or other highway facility is dedicated and named in
honor of an individual by act or resolution of the General Assembly, the
Department of Transportation must be reimbursed all expenses incurred by the
Department to implement the dedication.
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b) The CTC and a majority of each county legislative delegation of the county in
which the road, bridge, or facility is located must first approve reimbursement for
expenses incurred by the department. Reimbursement must be from the State
Secondary "C" Apportionment Fund of the county or counties in which the road,
bridge, or facility is located, and expenses under this section are limited to five
hundred dollars ($500.00).
c) Reimbursement for expenses incurred by the Department to name and dedicate a
highway facility pursuant to a request from other than the General Assembly must be by
agreement between the requesting entity and the Department.
Naming Roads and/or Bridges in Honor of Distinguished Persons
a) The Secretary of Transportation’s Office transmits a copy of the new Secretary of
Transportation’s Office Resolution Form. Also, included is a full text copy of the
Concurrent Resolution passed by the General Assembly, the motion of the State
Highway Commission, a copy of the response letter written to the Bill Sponsor by the.
Secretary of Transportation’s Office.
b) The Finance and Administration Office is responsible for writing the appropriate CTC
and/or County Council requesting written concurrence in the establishment of funding
for the dedication. The CTCs that administer their own C Funds, will be required to send
a check for $500.00 with their written concurrence. The CTCs that the SCDOT
administers their funds will need to send only written concurrence. Checks received from
CTCs or County Councils for dedications will be deposited with the SCDOT Finance
Office. These monies will then be transferred to the respective local SCDOT
maintenance office upon receipt of a transfer request (Form 3025) from the maintenance
office.
c) Copies of the request letters will be sent to the Chief Engineer for Planning, Location,
and Design, Secretary of Transportation’s Office, and the District Engineering
Administrator (DEA).
d) Upon receipt of this concurrence, the CPAOS will establish a PCN for this dedication in
PPMS. The CTC or County Council will be advised in writing of the PCN assignment
and, if applicable, acknowledge receipt of the dedication check.
e) Copies of the response letters will be sent to the Finance and Administration Office and
the District Engineering Administrator with authorization to fabricate and install the
signs. Also, send a copy of the letter to the SCDOT contact person with Special
Instructions given by the Secretary of Transportation’s Office regarding the dedication.
The CPAOS will Maintain Record Files as follows:
List of Records kept in Word Files
1. Appointments to CTCs
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2. CTC Administration
3. CTC- Chairmen / Members
4. Form Letters
5. Dedications
6. Match Programs
7. Reports
8. Listing of files stored in the Block House
9. Miscellaneous Lists
List of Records kept in Excel Files
1. Match programs
2. 25% C Apportionments
3. 3% Annual SCDOT Administration Fees
4. Bond - Delayed Funding
5. Per Diem & CTC Administrative Fees
6. Local Paving – Block House
List of Records Kept in Access Files
1. Address Files (All CTC’s, mailing information on CTC membership, Legislative
Delegations, and Commissioners)
2. Address Files (CTC Download Information for mailing monthly C Statements)
Monthly C Download
1. Input all monthly programming data into PPMS Screen. The CPAOS has capability
of downloading before months’ end to meet Accounting deadlines and begin a new
month.
2. Create Monthly C Download from PPMS Screen 95. Download by specified month and
year. Select Enter. This shows all PCN numbers changes entered into the PPMS during
that time period. Toggle from C Program Download into Access (C Program Report1-
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Data base). Monthly CTC Authorization Report, Double click, Enter month dates, Select
OK, and review all data for errors.
3. Print a copy in yellow. E-mail a copy of the download to the Accounting Office. Send a
copy of the download by e-mail to all personnel under contacts in the Monthly C
Download (SCDOT personnel) list. On the yellow record copy, calculate the amount of
funding increased and/or decreased by PCN. Input the data into the Excel File C funds
Expenditures by County/Project and into the Excel File C funds Programming by
County/Project. Indicate regular C Project or Match Project on File.
Fiscal Year Legislative Reports
1. Each year the county transportation committees (CTCs), administering their own
“C” funds, are required by state law to make a detailed report to the Department of
Transportation regarding the expenditure of those funds. Annual financial reports
are to be submitted in the format in accordance with the “C” Fund Accountability
Law (H-3640). These reports are due in the SCDOT’s C Program Administration
Office three (3) months prior to the deadline date, which is the second Tuesday in
January. The CPAOS will write a letter to the CTC and advising them of the due
date for the financial reports. If the reports are not received by the due date, write a
reminder letter or call the CTC. The CPAOS will mark each financial statement
sheet with the appropriate CTC and Fiscal Report date. Once the CTCs have
complied, the reports are to be submitted by disc to: Legislative Printing and ITR,
1105 Pendleton Street, Solomon Blatt Building, Room 223, Columbia, South
Carolina 29201-3732. Reports are not required to be submitted through the
Secretary of Transportation’s Office.
2. Input financial data into the CTC’s Two Year Average – Excel File and 25%
Resurfacing – Excel File.
3. Place original copy of the financial reports into the Legislative Reports Books, by
county. Keep a copy of the total report in book form.
Monthly C Program Statements
1. Send all finalized monthly C Program Statements to all of the CTCs and other parties as
directed by the C Program Administrator. This statement is transmitted from the
Accounting office each month to the CPAOS by e-mail. There will be two files, CTC’s
that administer their funds and SCDOT administered statements. Print out a copy of
these finalized statements and save the finalized statements in the Monthly C
Recommendations - Excel File. Overwrite Preliminary Report.
2. Save the finalized monthly C Statements as the next month’s preliminary statement.
Change the month and dates on all statements. Input all data from the C Monthly
download onto the preliminary monthly statement, by county. Move projects, as
requested, from Schedule Two to Schedule One (contract award). Place all Local Paving,
Reimbursements, SCDOT Direct Labor, and Dedications on Schedule One. The
projects that are on Schedule One are Construction Projects in Progress.
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3. Place all other projects on Schedule Two, Projects in Development. Funding should be
recorded consistent with previous project correspondence.
4. Show all PCN additions, changes, closure, or deletions in red on the preliminary report.
This will indicate to Accounting these are new changes to the report.
5. Review the preliminary statement with the download to be sure all projects are included.
Save the revised statements as the month’s preliminary statement. Send a copy of the
preliminary statement to the Accounting office.
6. Stamp month’s date on programming correspondence in the programming folder and file
the data in the permanent C Programming data file. This is historical data and cannot be
destroyed.
7. Start another folder and begin processing the programming requests for another
month. Keep the previous month’s programming download in basket for reference.
After two months, file the yellow download in the download folder in the file
cabinet.
Cabinet Files Maintained by the CPAOS
1. Permanent Programming Request Files
2. Local Paving Project Files
3. General Correspondence Files
Records Maintained by the CPAOS (Some of these records are kept on the
computer)
1. Monthly C Statement Book
2. CTC Committee Member List Book
3. C Fund Law and Regulation Book
4. County Transportation Plan Books
SCDOT Interdisciplinary Review Team
Members of the CPAOS coordinate and serve on the SCDOT Interdisciplinary Review
Team as directed by the C Program Administrator to ensure compliance to SC Code of
Laws 1976, section 12-28-2740, for all self-administered County Transportation
Committees. The CPAOS contacts the CTC’s and schedules meetings to conduct the
annual field review of the CTC records A copy of the Yearly Review form can be found
in Appendix J of this manual.
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Appendix A – Project Development Process for
Construction Projects on State System
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Appendix B -- Project Development Process for
Resurfacing Projects on State System
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Appendix C – C Project Timeline (Let Date)
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C-Project+C-Project
Activity ID

Man-hour/Duration Layout
Activity Name

14-Jan-09 14:14
Mile/Pro...

High High Labor Activity Type
Duration
Units
13808.00

C Project+C Project
Proj

12822.00

PE

0.00

Program Development
Develop
PM001

C-Program Management

427

PM005

Program Date

PM010

Program Action Request (PAR) Submitted/Approved

10

0.00 Task Dependent

PM030

Submit Project Planning Report

Project

5

0.00 Task Dependent

PM035

"C" Project Prepare Survey Request

Project

5

0.00 Task Dependent

PM041

DFR Made and Submitted to Road Design

1

0.00 Task Dependent

PM055

Municipal Agreement

20

0.00 Task Dependent

PM070

Project Manager Review and Initial Final "C" Plans

3

0.00 Task Dependent

Project

Project

0

0.00 Level of Effort
0.00 Start Milestone

0.00

Preconstruction M
Management
PCM030

R/W Funding Obligation

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

PCM050

Construction Funding Obligation

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

PCM060

Letting

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone
692.00

Surveys
Field Surveys And
A Data Check
SURV010
Survey Request Received

Project

SURV020

Field Surveys

Mile

SURV030

Survey Data Check

SURV040

Survey Data Submittal

SURV050

0

692.00
0.00 Start Milestone
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660.00 Task Dependent

Project

5

32.00 Task Dependent

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

Supplemental Survey Request Received (1)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

SURV060

Supplemental Field Surveys (1)

Mile

0

0.00 Task Dependent

SURV070

Supplemental Survey Data Check (1)

Project

0

0.00 Task Dependent

SURV080

Supplemental Survey Data Submittal (1)

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

SURV090

Supplemental Survey Request Received (2)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

SURV100

Supplemental Field Surveys (2)

Mile

0

0.00 Task Dependent

SURV110

Supplemental Survey Data Check (2)

Project

0

0.00 Task Dependent

SURV120

Supplemental Survey Data Submittal (2)

Project

0

Utilities
UT010

0.00 Finish Milestone
828.00

Utilities & Railroads
Railroa
914

364.00
172.00 Level of Effort

Utility Relocation Coordination

Project

UT020

Plans Sent to District

Project

0

UT030

Utility Agreement Coordination and Prep (Gas)

Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UT050

Utility Agreement Review/Approval (Gas)

Project

40

0.00 Task Dependent

UT070

Issue Utility Work Authorization (Gas)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UT090

Relocation Work Invoicing (Gas)

Project

60

32.00 Task Dependent

UT100

Utility Agreement Coordination and Prep (Water)

Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UT120

Utility Agreement Review/Approval (Water)

Project

40

0.00 Task Dependent

UT140

Issue Utility Work Authorization (Water)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UT160

Relocation Work Invoicing (Water)

Project

60

32.00 Task Dependent

UT170

Utility Agreement Coordination and Prep (Sewer)

Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UT190

Utility Agreement Review/Approval (Sewer)

Project

40

0.00 Task Dependent

UT210

Issue Utility Work Authorization (Sewer)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UT230

Relocation Work Invoicing (Sewer)

Project

60

32.00 Task Dependent

UT240

Utility Agreement Coordination and Prep (Power)

Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UT260

Utility Agreement Review/Approval (Power)

Project

40

0.00 Task Dependent

UT280

Issue Utility Work Authorization (Power)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UT300

Relocation Work Invoicing (Power)

Project

60

32.00 Task Dependent

0.00 Start Milestone
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C-Project+C-Project
Activity ID

Man-hour/Duration Layout
Activity Name
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Mile/Pro...

High High Labor Activity Type
Duration
Units

UT310

Utility Agreement Coordination and Prep (Telephone) Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UT330

Utility Agreement Review/Approval (Telephone)

Project

40

0.00 Task Dependent

UT350

Issue Utility Work Authorization (Telephone)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UT370

Relocation Work Invoicing (Telephone)

Project

60

32.00 Task Dependent

UT380

Utility Agreement Coordination and Prep (Cable Tel... Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UT400

Utility Agreement Review/Approval (Cable Televisi...

Project

40

0.00 Task Dependent

UT420

Issue Utility Work Authorization (Cable Television)

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UT440

Relocation Work Invoicing (Cable Television)

Project

60

32.00 Task Dependent

UT450

All Utilities Authorized

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

UT460

All Utility Invoices Paid

Project

0

Railroad
Grade Separations
Separa
UTRR010
RR Preliminary Plan Approval

0.00 Finish Milestone
464.00
224.00
0.00 Start Milestone

Project

0

UTRR020

Grade Separation Coordination

Project

105

UTRR030

Prepare Grade Separation Agreement

Project

10

16.00 Task Dependent

UTRR040

RR Review and Approval of Grade Separation Agre... Project

80

0.00 Task Dependent

UTRR050

DOT Execution of Grade Separation Agreement

Project

15

0.00 Task Dependent

UTRR060

RR Authorization

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

UTRR080

Grade Separation Invoicing

Project

59

64.00 Task Dependent

Project

395

RR Coordination
Coordinat
UTRR090
RR Coordination

144.00 Level of Effort

240.00
200.00 Level of Effort

UTRR100

Submit Plans to RR

Project

5

0.00 Task Dependent

UTRR110

RR Review & Approval

Project

120

0.00 Task Dependent

UTRR120

RR Agreement

Project

30

0.00 Task Dependent

UTRR130

RR Authorization

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

UTRR150

Railroad Invoicing

Project

60

40.00 Task Dependent

ENV010

Prepare Eminent Domain & Advertise

Project

20

ENV020

Cultural/Natural Resources Identified

Project

180

0.00 Task Dependent

ENV030

Jurisdictional Determination

Project

180

1440.00 Task Dependent

ENV040

Biological Assessment

Project

240

1920.00 Task Dependent

ENV050

PPR Received

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

ENV060

Wetlands/Waters of the State Information Completed

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

40

600.00
96.00
96.00 Task Dependent

8149.00

Environmental

Environmental D
Documents
CE
ENVCE010 Prepare CE Document - FHWA CE Document Appr... Project
EA
ENVEA010

Prepare EA Document - FHWA Document Approval

Project

154

ENVEA0101 Studies Complete

Project

144

ENVEA0102 Document Approved

Project

0

ENVEA020

Project

189

Public Hearing Prepartation and FONSI Approval P...

56.00 Task Dependent

504.00
384.00 Level of Effort
0.00 Task Dependent
0.00 Finish Milestone
120.00 Level of Effort

ENVEA0201 Conduct Public Hearing

Project

0

ENVEA0202 Address Public Hearing Comments

Project

64

0.00 Start Milestone
0.00 Task Dependent

ENVEA0203 Submit PH Certification and FONSI Document

Project

21

0.00 Task Dependent

ENVEA0204 FONSI Approval

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

Project

100

4133.00
200.00 Task Dependent

ENVP020

FERC - Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Project

540

1000.00 Task Dependent

ENVP050

COEGP - Corp Of Engineers (General)

Project

120

160.00 Task Dependent

ENVP060

NAVGP - Navigable Waters (General)

Project

120

160.00 Task Dependent

Environmental P
Permitting
ENVP010
Permits Preparation/Mitigation
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Activity ID

Man-hour/Duration Layout
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Activity Name

Mile/Pro...

High High Labor Activity Type
Duration
Units

ENVP080

NAV - Navigable Waters Permit

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP090

Nationwide 14

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP100

Nationwide 23

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP110

Nationwide 3

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP120

Nationwide 7

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP130

OCRM - Ocean & Coastal Resource Management

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP140

USCG - United States Coast Guard

Project

180

320.00 Task Dependent

ENVP150

ICOE - Individual Corps of Engineers Permit

Project

280

373.00 Task Dependent
733.00

Hydrology
HY001

Impaired Waterbodies Information Completed

Project

0

HY002

SWPPP Certification Statement

Project

0

Bridge Hydrology
HY010
Bridge Hydrology Request Received

0.00 Finish Milestone
0.00 Finish Milestone
620.00
0.00 Start Milestone

Project

0

HY020

Bridge Hydrology Study

Project

10

270.00 Task Dependent

HY040

FEMA Study

Project

10

320.00 Task Dependent

HY060

Bridge Scour Study

Project

5

30.00 Task Dependent

HY070

FEMA Submittal

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

HY080

FEMA Approval

Project

0

Roadway Hydrology
Hydro
HY090
Roadway Hydrology Request Received

Project

0

HY100

Drainage Design Study

Mile

20

HY120

NPDES Study

Mile

60

0.00 Finish Milestone
113.00
0.00 Start Milestone
90.00 Task Dependent
23.00 Task Dependent
636.00

Road Design
Culvert/Special Box Plans

Project

10

636.00
44.00 Task Dependent

RDCP050

Retaining Walls/Other Structural Plans

Project

10

110.00 Task Dependent

RDCP060

Construction Plans / "C" Plans QC Review & Signat... Mile

15

12.00 Task Dependent

RDCP080

Roadway Estimate/Special Provisions

5

80.00 Task Dependent

RDCP085

Signed and Sealed Plans

RDCPC053

C - Construction Plans

RDRW010
RDRW020

"C" Plans
RDCP040

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

Mile

20

210.00 Task Dependent

Final Topography

Mile

10

66.00 Task Dependent

Bridge Hydrology Requested

Project

RDRW050

Design Field Review Plans

Mile

RDRW060

Design Plans Field Review

RDRW065
RDRW075
RDRW140

0

0.00 Start Milestone

13

114.00 Task Dependent

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

Request Drainage / NPDES Study

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone

Drainage / NPDES Design Received

Project

0

0.00 Finish Milestone

"C" Plans Submitted to R/W Office

Project

0

0.00 Start Milestone
869.00

Bridge Design
Bridge Plans =< 150'
Preliminary Bridge
B
Plans
BR1020-1
Preliminary Bridge Plans
Final Bridge P
Plans
BR1040-1
Final Bridge Plans
Bridge Plans = 1
150' to 300'
Preliminary Bridge
B
Plans
BR2020-1
Preliminary Bridge Plans
Final Bridge P
Plans
BR2040-1
Final Bridge Plans
Bridge Plans = 3
300' >
Preliminary Bridge
B
Plans
BR3020-1
Preliminary Bridge Plans

Project

13

247.00
27.00
27.00 Task Dependent

Project

110

220.00
220.00 Task Dependent

Project

13

287.00
27.00
27.00 Task Dependent

Project

130

260.00
260.00 Task Dependent

13

335.00
27.00
27.00 Task Dependent

Project
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Mile/Pro...

Final Bridge P
Plans
BR3040-1
Final Bridge Plans

Project

High High Labor Activity Type
Duration
Units

154

308.00
308.00 Task Dependent
405.00

Geotechnical
Preliminary Design
Des
GT010
Preliminary Road and Bridge Borings Requested

Project

10

165.00
30.00 Task Dependent

GT020

Preliminary Road Design Analysis and Report

Project

50

67.50 Task Dependent

GT030

Preliminary Bridge Design Analysis and Report

Project

50

67.50 Task Dependent

Final Road and Bridge Borings Requested

Project

10

240.00
30.00 Task Dependent

GT050

Final Road Design Analysis and Report

Project

60

105.00 Task Dependent

GT060

Final Bridge Design Analysis and Report

Project

60

105.00 Task Dependent

Final Design
GT040

510.00

Traffic Engineering
Engineerin
TE020

Traffic Design

Project

40

300.00 Task Dependent

TE030

Pavement Marking

Project

20

30.00 Task Dependent

TE040

Traffic Control

Project

20

150.00 Task Dependent

TE050

Signal Design

Project

20

30.00 Task Dependent
520.00

ROW

175.00

ROW Funding Approval
Ap
ROW010

Verify Property Owners

Mile

10

ROW020

R/W Estimates

Mile

10

100.00 Task Dependent
75.00 Task Dependent
345.00

ROW Acquisition Process
ROW050

R/W Appraisals

Mile

25

100.00 Task Dependent

ROW060

R/W Negotiation

Mile

35

200.00 Task Dependent

ROW070

R/W Condemnations Filed

Project

30

45.00 Task Dependent

ROW080

R/W Condemnations Tried/Settled

Project

1

0.00 Task Dependent

ROW095

All Easments/Permissions Approved

0

0.00 Finish Milestone
466.00

Construction

466.00

Research & Materials
Mate
Lab
RM010

Pavement Geotechnical Investigations

Mile

20

64.00 Task Dependent

RM020

Pavement Design

Project

30

30.00 Task Dependent

RM030

Bridge Preliminary Borings

Mile

15

85.00 Task Dependent

RM040

Bridge Final Boring

29

160.00 Task Dependent

RM050

Road Preliminary Borings

Mile

15

37.00 Task Dependent

RM060

Road Final Borings

Mile

30

90.00 Task Dependent
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ResurfacingPackage
Activity ID

Classic WBS Layout
Activity Name

Mile/Proj...

06-Jan-10 12:16
High
Duration

High Labor Activity Type
Units
80

Resurfacing Package
Pa

80

PE

0

Program Development
Devel
PM010

Program Action Request (PAR)

Project

10

0 Task Dependent

PM100

Signed & Sealed Data Sheets Received

Project

0

0 Finish Milestone
0

Preconstructio Management
Preconstruction
PCM050

Construction Funding Obligation

Project

0

PCM060

Letting

Project

0

0 Finish Milestone
0 Start Milestone

Road Design

80

Road Plans

80

RDCP080

Roadway Estimate/Special Provisions

Project

20

80 Task Dependent
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Appendix D -- Completed Data Sheets for
Resurfacing

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

Appendix E – Engineering Directive Memorandum
PC-2 (Adding Roads to the System)

63

64

65

Appendix F – Local Paving Program (S.C. Code of
Laws)

66

67

Appendix G -- Instructions for C Statement

68

69

70

71

72

73

Appendix H -- Program Action Request (PAR)
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TO: Federal Program Administrator

COMMISSION APPROVALL
DATE OF REQUESTL

South Carolina Department of Transportation

PROGRAM ACTION REQUEST
PROGRAM MANAGER
REQUESTED ACTION
PROGRAM
WORK TYPE
ROAD / ROUTE
LOCAL NAME
TERMINI FROM
TERMINI TO

REQUESTED BYL
COUNTY
CITY / TOWN
COMMISSION DISTRICT
MPO / COG AREA
MAINLINE LENGTH
RTE
RTE
RTE
RTE

BEG MP
BEG MP
BEG MP
BEG MP

END MP
END MP
END MP
END MP

Sufficiency
Rating

Off System

PROJECT
DETAILS

BR. STRUCTURE(s):

Funding Sources

Work By
SCDOT
Consultant Firm

*Federal using
State using

Local Public Agency

MPO/COG Program
Enhancement

Interstate

Freeways & Expressways

NHS Non-Interstate
Other Federal-Aid Hwy

Other Principal Arterial

Not on Federal-Aid Hwy

Major Collector

On National Hwy System

Minor Collector

Obl. Date
(Mo/Yr)

Let Date
(Mo/Yr)

Obl. Amount
($1000)

Minor Arterial

Yes

Local

No

No Functional Class
*Federally funded projects must be in the State Transportation
Improvement Program. This project complies with the STIP on:

Obligation / Letting Schedule & Obligation Amounts
Work Phase

Functional Class

System Code

PPMS PCN
Page

Revision

Date

PE by SCDOT
PE by Consultant

Federal Program Administrator

Right-of-Way

For Obligations Management Use Only

Utilities

PCNs Created

Railroad
PCNs Revised

Road Construction
Bridge Construction

Project Number

Other

File Number

Link to PCN
Quality Control

ADMIN.
REMARKS

REMARKS

NOTE: If a PCN has previously been assigned to this project, please note it on the
appropriate phase of work. If you are programming a new PCN that needs to be linked to
an existing project, please provide the Contract PCN here:

See Attachments

Date

Project has Schedule

PAR Form 31B: Revised & Distributed 9/8/2009

Approved by the

Appendix I -- Request for Programming Form
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REQUEST FOR PROGRAMMING
C Program Administration
COUNTY: __________________________________ CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT: ______________________________
LOCAL PAVING (OFF SYSTEM)

STATE ROAD PROJECT (ON SYSTEM)

MATCH PROGRAM

SCDOT DIRECT LABOR PROJECT

REVISION TO CURRENT C PCN: _______________________

PROJECT INFORMATION SECTION
DESCRIPTION OF REQUESTED INFORMATION: ________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
INITIAL ESTIMATED COST OF PROJECT: ________________________________________________________________
COMPLETE IF APPLICABLE TO PROJECT
BEGINNING POINT: ____________________________________ ENDING POINT: _____________________________
TOTAL MILEAGE: _______________________________________ MILE(S)
TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION:

NEW CONSTRUCTION

RESURFACING

OTHER

LOCATION MAP MUST BE ATTACHED

PLEASE GIVE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IF WORK PERFORMED BY OTHERS THAN SCDOT:
NAME OF GOVERNMENT ENTITY: ____________________________________________________________________
NAME OF CONTACT PERSON: _______________________________________________________________________
TITLE OF CONTACT PERSON: ________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY / TOWN: _____________________________________ SOUTH CAROLINA

ZIP CODE:________________

AUTHORIZED BY: _________________________________________________________
CHAIRMAN, COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE

______________________
DATE

RETURN TO: S.C.DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
 0!2+ 342%%4 #/,5-")! 3# 
ATTENTION: C PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
19

Appendix J -- Yearly Review Form

78

79

80

Appendix K -- The SCDOT “Guide to the C Program”
Booklet
See Linked Booklet

81

Appendix L – Letter Advising CTC of Contract
Award

82

83

Appendix M – Letter Requesting CTC Decision on
How to Proceed with Award

84

85

86

Appendix N – Form 608 (Transfer of Funds)

87

88

Appendix O – Billing Rate Schedule

89

90

